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The Crypsis Group 
Corporate Overview
The Crypsis Group, a Palo Alto Networks company, is a security 
advisory firm working to create a more secure digital world by providing 
the highest quality incident response, risk management, and digital 
forensic services. We help and protect our clients by defending against 
and responding to severe cyberthreats. Our global response capability, 
constant technological innovation, and elite cybersecurity expertise 
enable us to stay ahead of the rapidly evolving threat landscape.
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Five Qualities Distinguish Our Work
Unparalleled Experience 
Hailing from US government agencies and global security 
firms, Crypsis consultants have handled some of the largest 
data breaches in history. Our teams have responded to thou-
sands of security incidents, and our risk management solu-
tions are informed by this unparalleled experience. 

Elite Experience 
Our consultants are information security experts with a hun-
ger for seemingly intractable problems to solve. We manage 
complex cyber risks for global organizations and respond to 
the most challenging data breach incidents, including attacks 
by nation-state actors, insiders, and cybercriminals looking to 
steal sensitive data. We tap this expertise to innovate and build 
creative new solutions to emerging cybersecurity challenges.

Your Trusted Cybersecurity Advisor
Cybersecurity expertise is necessary in this field, but we also 
believe in building meaningful relationships. Our  clients 
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Our Clients

The Crypsis Group supports organizations across nearly every industry.

have confidence that we will stop an attack and manage 
threats because we are here when they need us, offering per-
sonalized, unbiased advice and expert solutions. 

Built for Speed and Efficiency
Everything we do, from deployment to analysis and deliv-
ery of findings, is built for speed. We activate our incident 
response teams within minutes to contain, investigate, and 
coordinate a response. We work with you to find the facts and 
maneuver through the critical decisions that get you back to 
business fast. Expect solutions delivered on time, on budget, 
and designed for maximum impact.

Constant Innovation and Advanced Technology 
Drive Us
We integrate cloud native computing and machine learning 
to enable our teams to respond globally and at enterprise 
scale in minutes, not days or weeks. Our proprietary tools 
allow Crypsis to deploy faster, hunt smarter, investigate 
 deeper, and contain completely.
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Our Global Response Capabilities
Data Breach Response
Minimize the impact of an incident and the exposure time of attackers. We help you identify, 
contain, and eradicate threats so you can limit the damage and get back to business quickly 
after a cyberattack.

Cyber Risk & Resilience  Management
Proactively detect and assess cyberthreats that put your business at risk. We work with you to 
mitigate cyber risk and mature your information security program.

Digital Investigations
Collect, recover, and interpret information gleaned from  digital media by applying our 
state-of-the-art digital  f orensics tools.

Managed Security Services
Prevent and detect breaches with 24/7 year-round managed security coverage of your endpoints 
and cloud services. When an attack occurs, gain insights into ongoing and historical data breach 
activities through our next-generation endpoint detection and response (EDR) platform.

Data Analytics and Intelligence
Find sensitive information at risk in a data breach faster, more reliably, and at a lower cost using 
machine learning.

Expert Witness and Litigation  Support
Get unassailable opinions for cybersecurity-related disputes. We work with counsel to review 
 digital evidence and serve as expert witnesses in reports, depositions, and open court testimony.
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About The Crypsis Group
The Crypsis Group is focused on supporting our clients as a trusted advisor before, during, and after a breach. The combination of our 
deep security knowledge, proprietary technology, and methodology allows us to rapidly identify, contain, and eradicate attacks for 
 organizations. Our team’s experience spans security monitoring within the intelligence community and advising at the national security 
level to performing high-profile data breach investigations and leading remediation efforts.
For more information, visit crypsisgroup.com.


